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Ice Breaker-Who is my neighbor? 

• On the note card that was given to you when you entered write down 
your neighbor’s responses to the following questions

• What is your name? 
• What is your major? 
• What is your classification? 
• What is something you want to learn from this workshop? 



Who am I? 

• Dr. Sharifa Love-Rutledge 
• Assistant Professor in the Chemistry Department

• I teach General Chemistry and General Biochemistry

• My lab studies type 1 diabetes, aging, and insulin resistance. 

• Yes, I am a faculty member, but I am also a human. I enjoy mentoring 
aspiring chemists and biomedical researchers.

My email address is Sharifa.Love-Rutledge@uah.edu  



What is a seminar?

An organized meeting of individuals focused on
original research to facilitate the exchange of
knowledge that ends with a question and answer
period



Who gives seminars?

• Faculty/research scientists from UAH
• Students
• Guests from outside the institution

• Faculty/Researchers from other Universities
• Research Scientists from Industry
• Research Scientists from Government



Did you know? 

• Most departments on campus host 
seminars…

• Departmental Seminars
• Some on UAH Calendar

https://www.uah.edu/events



Did you know? 

• Most departments on campus 
host seminars…

• Departmental Seminars
• Some on UAH Calendar
• Some advertised by flyer in department 

building



Did you know: 
UAH Distinguished Lecture Series



Did you know: 
Hudson Alpha offers a seminar series



Did you know: 
Alabama A & M has a yearly seminar series given by Nobel 
Laureates? 



Do I have to prepare?

• Even if you haven’t prepared, the point of a seminar is to disseminate 
knowledge. Most talks begin with a broad introduction to help the 
audience understand why the researcher is pursuing the science. 

• So if you are interested go! 

• Some of your basic preparation occurs on a daily basis by attending classes.  
Some topics will have its roots in the information that you are learning in 
class.

• No formal dress code but I would discourage pajamas; 
you want to make a good impression. 



How should I prepare?
If the topic is something you have never heard of, you can look up the
technique, topic, or speaker.



Example: Chemistry Seminar on 1/25/19





You can use the ORCID



Or a search engine 



What should I do? 

• Please don’t sleep in the seminar. 
• Silence or turn off your cell phone.
• It is ok to take notes or even write down questions.
• It is ok to meet other audience members around you before/after the 

seminar.
• You can also take the time to introduce yourself to faculty within your 

department. This time is a great time to make a good impression as 
well as learn what types of research that are going on in their labs. 



Are seminars only for academics?

• Seminars aren’t just for students interested in graduate school. 
Physicians and other health-related professionals will have to 
participate in Continuing Education courses and seminars.



What are additional benefits to attending 
seminars? 
• Presentation skills are honed over time. 

• Seminar is a great time to be inspired to the techniques utilized by 
the speakers to convey complex information.

• Alternatively, seminar is also a great time to learn what techniques 
not to use to convey complex information



How do I ask questions?

• There often is a short window (10-15 minutes) after 
the seminar where you can ask the speaker questions 

• This can be approached in three ways
1. Asking the question during the Q&A portion of the talk
2. Approaching the speaker immediately after the seminar and 

Q & A portion closes to ask a question one on one.
3. Email the speaker directly to ask your question



How do I ask questions? First option

1. Organize your thoughts, during the summary of the presentation
2. Wait until the Q & A period opens up.
3. Raise your hand and wait to be acknowledged by the moderator or

presenter.
a. In some instances, it may be a great idea to complement the seminar and

state your name and classification.

4. Ask, but remember to project your voice to ensure that everyone in
the room can hear you.



How do I ask questions? The Second option

• The approach the speaker option may be more difficult
because you will probably one of many who wants the one
on one interaction.

• It is a valuable tool to begin to increase your network.
• It should be reserved for speakers that you have a genuine interest

in engaging with. Be strategic, clear, and concise. You are
competing with others for the time.



How do I ask questions? The Third option

• I would encourage anyone who 
wants to pursue the third option 
to introduce themselves after 
the seminar so that the speaker 
can put a face with an email. 

• Although this option seems the 
safest, most speakers are 
inundated with emails.  

• The SSC has great advice on how 
to appropriately develop emails, 
and I would encourage you to 
watch the video. 



How do I ask questions?

Speakers love undergraduate questions.  A large portion of the 
speakers are faculty and are excited to engage with the next
generation of scientists. We find the act of asking brave! 

• Some speakers come with the thought of recruiting students for 
graduate programs or summer research opportunities.  If you ask 
good questions, they will be impressed. 

• Sometimes the question you can ask in a one on one meeting is if they have 
summer research opportunities? 



Quotes from faculty about questions

• This one is my observation: When I give a 
talk to my department I always look 
forward questions from both grad and 
undergrad students because I know that 
the faculty will not help me resolving the 
problem, fresh eyes are always better :) 

–Dr. Cruz-Vera, Associate Professor-Biology

• I think an undergraduate questioning 
after listening to a seminar sends some 
signals:

• Speaker is impressed that UG student is so 
much engaged in the talk, he/she will think 
highly of our students.

• An instructor (like me) is impressed and am 
proud of our UG student. 

• It also reflects that we as teachers a doing 
such an excellent job of educating the 
students that they are confident in asking a 
question(s), and comprehending the subject 
matter. 

• This also shows to me that students are 
relating things they learn in class to a real 
research problem.

–Dr. Mukherjee, Assistant Professor-Chemistry



Quotes from faculty about questions
• Your question may lead to a 

completely new research 
direction. So, please ask 
questions! (and I am too old to 
think of new research ideas on my 
own)
- Dr. Scholz, Professor-Chemistry

• They should attend, and they 
absolutely should ask questions. 
This is not only OK, it’s expected by 
the speakers. Students will 
certainly have LOTS of questions, 
so ask away. Speakers love 
questions and opportunity to talk 
more. There is sometimes the 
perception that questions need to 
be “deep” or “insightful.” 
Nonsense. Anything you don’t 
understand is a question.

-Dr. Miller, Chair-Physics 



How do I benefit from attending? 
(Audience participation)



ATS-ESS Wednesdays 1:00-2:20 CRH 4065  

Date Speaker Affiliation Seminar Title 
Spring 2019    

01/09/2019 AMS Meeting   

01/16/2019 Graham Sherwood 
Gulf of Maine 
Research Institute 

Field notes from one of the most rapidly warming fishery 
ecosystems on the planet 

01/23/2019 Sarah Bang NASA MSFC/NPP 
Tropical Oceanic Thunderstorms: Evolution, Organization, 
and Electrification 

01/30/2019 Mike Newchurch UAH TOLNet and TEMPO: the Future of Air-Quality Measurement  

02/06/2019 Kelley Murphy UAH Assessing Lightning Risk in Vulnerable Outdoor Environment  

02/13/2019    

02/20/2019 Dr. Naiara Pinto 
Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory  

02/27/2019 Dr. Bhaduri Bhudendra Oak Ridge Nat'l Lab  

03/06/2019 Ian Chang Oklahoma University  

03/13/2019 Dr. Yangyang Xu Texas A&M 
aerosol pollution in the context of climate variability and 
change: attribution and impact 

03/20/2019 Spring Break   

03/27/2019    

04/03/2019 Students (3) - Possible   

04/10/2019 Students (3)   

04/17/2019 Students (4)   
 



Chemistry Seminar Spring 2019
Friday at 2pm, MSB 113

Date Speaker Affiliation

01/18/2019 Seminar Expectation Discussion Mukherjee, 
UAH

01/25/2019 Renấ A. S. Robinson Vanderbilt 
University

02/01/2018 Paul Russo
(Host: Dr. Scholz)

Georgia Tech

02/8/2018 Jesse Carrick
(Host: Dr. Foster)

Tennessee Tech 
University

02/15/2018 Anu Subramanian
(Host: Dr. Foster)

UAH

02/22/2018 Chengshan Wang
(Host: Dr. Love-Rutledge)

MTSU

03/01/2018 Russell Schmehl Tulane 
University

03/8/2018 Reserve

03/15/2018 Reserve

03/22/2018 Spring break

03/29/2018 Ivan Lomakin
(Host: Dr. McFeeters)

Yale University

04/5/2018 Shanlin Pan UA

04/12/2018 Davita Watkins
(Host: Dr. Love-Rutledge)

University of 
Mississippi

04/19/2018 Student speaker

04/26/2018 Last class



Physics & Astronomy
• Jan. 15:

Speaker: Dr. Chong Ge (UAH)
Time/Location: 2:50PM / OPB234-237
Host: Dr. Ming Sun
22:
Speaker: Mr. Rithvik Reddy Gutha (UAH)
Time/Location: 2:50PM / OPB234-237
Host: Dr. Seyed Sadeghi
24:
Speaker: Dr. Massimo Gaspari (Princeton)
Time/Location: 10:50AM / OPB234-237
Host: Dr. Ming Sun
29:
Speaker: Dr. Hao-Yi Wu (Ohio State University)
Time/Location: 2:50PM / OPB234-237
Host: Dr. Ming Sun
31:
Speaker: Dr. Stephen Waalker (GSFC/NASA)
Time/Location: 10:50AM / OPB234-237
Host: Dr. Ming Sun

Feb. 5:
Speaker: Dr. Matthew Bayliss (MIT)
Time/Location: 2:50PM / OPB234-237
Host: Dr. Ming Sun
7:
Speaker: Dr. Hsiang-Yi Karen Yang (University of Maryland)
Time/Location: 10:50AM / OPB234-237
Host: Dr. Ming Sun
12: NO seminar because of special Thursday seminars
19: TBD
26: TBD

• Mar. 5:
Speaker: Dr. Peter Veres (UAH)
Time/Location: 2:50PM / OPB234-237
Host: Dr. Ming Sun
12: NO seminar because of special Thursday seminars
26: NO seminar because of special Thursday seminars

• Apr. 2:
Speaker: Dr. Jeremy Bailin (UA)
Time/Location: 2:50PM / OPB234-237
Host: Dr. Ming Sun
16:
Speaker: Dr. Hayk Harutyunyan (Emory)
Time/Location: 2:50PM / OPB234-237
Host: Dr. Seyed Sadeghi

•









Panel 

• During this time if you have a question feel free to raise your hand 
and ask or you can write it on a piece of paper and pass it to the end 
of your row. 



Audience participation

• What are some of your barriers to participating in seminar? 

• What would you need to feel comfortable attending? 



What’s next? 
Now that you have learned about attending seminars, keep an eye out 

for the upcoming workshop on “Speaking your science”
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